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INTRODUCTION
The Black Sash, a human rights organisation active for the past 56 years in South Africa, works to
alleviate poverty and inequality; and is committed to building a culture of rights-with-responsibilities
in South Africa. We focus specifically on the socio-economic rights guaranteed by our Constitution to
all living in South Africa. For more information see www.blacksash.org.za
Our premise is that quality service is a critical factor that our society should be able to tackle even at
a time of economic recession and that we, as civil society, should hold our government responsible
for delivering – affordably, appropriately, effectively and with dignity as is promised in public
speeches, ruling party manifestos and service delivery norms and standards. We argue that only
active community-based civil society will be able to monitor service delivery as it is experienced by
beneficiaries and constructively engage with government at all levels to improve these services.
It is in this context, that the Black Sash’s Community Monitoring and Advocacy Project (CMAP) is
being implemented, in collaboration with other civil society organisations and networks.
The objectives of the project are two-fold:
•
•

To assess and report on the quality of service delivery in specified government departments
and municipalities across South Africa as experienced by beneficiaries; and
To develop a system for civil society organisations and community members to hold
government accountable for the principles of Batho Pele (People First) as well as specific
norms and standards that govern service delivery and promise excellence.

Working closely with our partners, the Black Sash:
•

•

•

Ensures widespread, visible, standardised and regular monitoring of service delivery points
by Community Monitors that are selected by civil society organisation (CSO)/community
based organisation (CBO) networks;
Co-ordinates the development of the monitoring instruments and the databases; collates
and analyses the monitoring information; produces and distributes regular reports to our
partners and the public;
Presents reports to the appropriate government officials in order to affirm good practice and
to work together to make improvements where required.

Monitors are selected by CSO/CBOs, CSO/CBO networks, civil society groups and faith-based
organisations and then trained to monitor selected public services using the monitoring tools. Prior
to monitoring, they are also asked to sign a code of conduct. Each monitor identifies the day(s),
within a specified timeframe, that they will monitor selected sites in the communities where they
live or work. Once the site has been visited and the assessed, the completed questionnaires are
forward to the Black Sash for capturing and analysis. The reports developed as a result of this
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analysis are forwarded to the relevant government department for response within an agreed
period, after which they are made available to the public.
It is important to note that monitors undertake the monitoring in the areas where they live or work
and that the selection of sites to monitor, depends either on where the monitoring organisation is
located or where the monitor resides. No scientific formulation is used to select the geographic
spread; however, we do encourage organisations that have a diverse presence to participate in the
project. However, the monitoring data analysed here
her is real, and a reflection and perspective of the
beneficiaries interviewed at the service site on the particular date of the interview. We also try to
ensure
nsure the data generated through CMAP does not reflect an urban bias.

FINDINGS
The efficiency and quality of the service provided by SASSA sites monitored in the Limpopo province
has been monitored according to the following standardised entities, namely time, venue, security,
transport, personnel, processing of grants, language and communication. The monitoring took place
during the period of 1 March 2011 to 6 March 2012. Please note that the percentages provided here
are rounded off to the nearest decimal
decima (to the nearest whole number in the case of graphs).
graphs)
The findings presented in this report takes into account the
t
experiences and opinions of 364
respondents from 70 SASSA service or pay points across four districts in the Limpopo Province.
These include 96 responses (83
83 service users, 13 officials) at service points and 268 responses (255
service users, 13 officials) at pay points. Most of the interviews were with South African nationals,
with 0.6%
% being permanent residents.

Districts Monitored
Pay Points

Service Points

123
75
31

Capricorn

60

53
10

Mopani

0

Sekhukhune

11
Vhembe

The majority of the users at both the service and pay points were females, 66.3% and 61.6%
respectively. The largest age group was 60+,
60+, and this was true for both males and females.
females The
reason that the elderly is such a predominant group could be that they are the least mobile group
gro in
society. Also, they are there to collect grants for themselves and their grandchildren. Elderly citizens
also do not want to open bank accounts. Moving to bank instead of paypoint is far in some places.
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Number of Respondents

Beneficiaries - Gender & Age - at pay and service points
69 69
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Age Groups
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1. Time:
We look at the opening and closing times of the service and pay points and the length of time
beneficiaries spend waiting to be served.
TABLE 1:
Respondent: Officials
Usual Opening Time
Opening Time day of monitoring
Time started attending clients
Time stop attending clients

TABLE 2:
Respondents: Beneficiaries
Time Arrived
Time waiting for seating
Time waiting to be attended to

Pay Points
Earliest Latest
06:30
13:00
07:00
13:00
07:05
14:00
11:00
16:30

Pay Points
Earliest
Latest
/Shortest /Longest
05:00
15:30
2 min
165 min
2 min
420 min

Service Points
Earliest Latest
07:00
08:30
07:00
08:30
07:30
09:30
12:00
16:30

Service Points
Earlies
Earliest
Latest
/Shortest /Longest
0
06:00
15:30
0 min
120 min
-

Most of the pay points started attending to clients within 30 minutes of opening. However,
Ho
at the
Mankweng Zone 1 pay point, in the district of Capricorn, the office opened at 09:00, but they only
started attending to clients at 14:00. On average, most of the service points took longer than the
paypoints
points to start attending to clients. Most
Most took longer than 30 minutes to start attending to
clients, but a few started attending to clients within 15 to 20 minutes of opening.
The earliest arrival was 05:00 of a client was at the Nkowankowa
Nkowa kowa Community Hall 950640 pay point,
Mopani. This was a 60+
0+ South African male who had to rent a car to reach the pay point to collect his
Grant for Older Persons.
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At the monitored pay points, 82.0%
82.0% of the respondents stated that they had to wait in a queue. By
comparison, 89.2%
% of respondents at service points had to wait in queues. In the Capricorn district
at the Mankweng Unit A pay point, a man collecting his Grant for Older Persons had to wait 7 hours
(420 minutes) to be served. This client had arrived at 08:00
:00 in the morning, and he said that there
was no seating, nor special arrangements for old people, pregnant women, or disabled people. A
possible is explanation for this is that in Tzaneen beneficiaries spent long hours waiting for the
service to arrive. There has also been the phenomenon where people are
are running away from
debtors; huge migration patterns between paypoints due to urgent need for money and this disables
SASSA from planning cash flow.

2. Venue:
The physical state of the venue, the availability of chairs,
chair , and whether or not the premises has
adequate and clean toilet facilities
ies is important to achieving efficient service.
Graph 3: Officials - Conditions of venues of Limpopo SASSA /service providers
Pay Points
62% 69%

46%
0%

Location
Adequate

Adequate
Shelter

23%

Service Points
46%

Adequate and
Clean Toilet
Facilities

54%

46%

23%

8%
Sufficient
Seating

Venue Well
Maintained

There were varied responses regarding the venue, with
wi the officials at pay points rating the shelter,
toilet facilities, seating and maintenance of the venue very low. None of the officials monitored at
pay points thought that there was adequate shelter. At service points, the officials rated the facilities
slightly higher, but it was only around the 50% mark.

Graph 4: Arrangements made for disabled, elderly
persons and pregnant women
69%

80%
60%

51%

46%
32%

40%
20%
0%
Pay Point:
Officials

Pay Point: Service Point: Service Point:
Service Users
Officials
Service Users
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When asked in what way the location could be improved, numerous officials noted that building
offices is needed. At the 940512 pay point, Vhembe, the monitors noted that the officials were
making the grant payments from cars. An official at the Khujwana 950633 pay point in Mopani
echoed this, stating an office building is needed because they “work [from] cars”. A further
suggestion from officials was that the SASSA offices should be moved to the municipal offices. The
lack of adequate facilities, such as shelter and toilets, means that beneficiaries suffer in hot and cold
conditions waiting in queues. Monitors stated that there were cases where elderly people were
feeling faint because they were standing in the heat.
In terms of special arrangements made for the elderly persons, disabled persons and pregnant
women, a worrying amount of both service users and officials felt that there were no special
arrangements made. What is especially noteworthy is the discrepancy between the percentage of
officials that feel that there are special arrangements and that of service users. In the Capricorn
district, at the Seshego Zone 1 Park pay point, a monitor said that she “found that old people are
crying about not having water and they stand in a long queue”. At the Thukhutha pay point in
Vhembe monitors highlighted that beneficiaries were complaining about the lack of special
arrangements made for the elderly, disabled and pregnant.

3. Security:
The availability of private security or police at the venue is important in ensuring the safety of both
the officials and the beneficiaries.
TABLE 3: SECURITY
Respondents: Officials

Pay Points

Service Points

Yes

No

No
Answer

Yes

No

No
Answer

Do you feel safe working at the pay/service
point?
Is there a private security company or the
police present?
If YES, do you think they are adequately
resourced to protect?
Do you know of any loan sharks who
operate on the pay/service point premises?
Respondents: Beneficiaries
Do you feel safe at the pay point?
Do you feel safe when you leave?

84.6%

15.4%

-

92.3%

7.7%

-

92.3%

7.7%

-

100%

-

-

83.3%

16.7%

-

84.6%

15.4%

-

84.6%

15.4%

-

35.7%

57.1%

7.1%

52.5%
46.7%

47.1%
52.9%

0.4%
0.4%

-

-

-
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The majority of the officials at monitored pay and service points felt safe working at the points,
84.6% and 92.3% respectively. However, the
th officials that did not
ot feel safe were asked how security
could be improved. Their observations were that working inside a building instead of outside or from
their cars would improve security matters. The monitors noted that more police was necessary at
points. This is echoed by the beneficiaries. They also did not feel as safe as the officials at the points.
Beneficiaries also feel more vulnerable once they have left the pay points because the percentage of
people who feel unsafe increases.

Beneficiaries - Security presence at sites
11%
11%

Service Points

31%
50%

6%

Pay Points
0%

43%
20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Percentage
No

Not sure

Present

The beneficiaries
aries at pay and service points are particularly vulnerable to loan sharks who charge
exorbitant interest rates. Moreover, 84.6% of officials at pay points said that they knew of loan
sharks who operate in or close to the pay point. For the beneficiaries att pay points, 69.0% knew of
loan sharks who operate in or close to the pay point.
point One monitor at the Ga-Thaba
Ga
pay point,
Capricorn, stated that “SASSA
SASSA must make sure they communicate with police to remove those loan
sharks around the pay point”. Of the
t 24 (9.4%) pay point interviewees who did not have control over
their own ID and all pay cards, 23 said that the person who was in possession of this was the loan
shark. Another consideration is the security of those individuals who arrive early at service and
an pay
points.

4. Transport:
This looks at how beneficiaries arrived at the site, how long it took them to travel and how much it
costs.
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Table: 4
Respondents: Beneficiaries
Distance
Time
Cost of travel

Pay Points
Minimum
0.7 km
R0.00

Mode of transport to the service
delivery points
Walk

Rented Car

66%

Public Transport
64%

28%

22%
10%

6%

Pay Points

Service Points

Distance Walked
5 km or less

6 km or more

Unknown Distance

91%
71%

25%
5%
Pay Points

9%
0%

Maximum
25 km
R200.00

Service Points
Minimum
Maximum
0.5 km
70 km
1 min
120 min
R0.00
R500.00

Most respondents stated the points were
situated within 5km of their home. There
are cases, however, where people had to
travel up to 70km to the point. The latter
was a respondent at the Tzaneen service
point in Mopani and she used public
transport. A large percentage of the
beneficiaries walked to the service or pay
point. If the people who did not know the
distance they walked are excluded, then
only a small percentage of people had to
walk more than 5 kilometres.
An elderly man (age 60+) paid R500.00 for
public transport to take him to a service
point in the Mopani district from his home
in Khopo. The monitor at the 940512 pay
point in the Vhembe district remarked that
tha
“Disabled
Disabled and Senior citizens
citizen have to hire
transport to the venue regardless of
distance”. Four out of the five respondents
who had to rent a car to reach the service
points were over the age of 60. 23.0% of
the respondents at pay points who rented a
car to reach the points were there for
disability grants and 73.0% were there for
Grant for Older Persons.

Service Points
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5. Personnel
This looks at how many SASSA officials serve beneficiaries and the adherence to the principles of
Batho Pele (“People First”) and customer care.

Graph 8: Staff Adherence to the Batho Pele Principles

Rating out of 5

5

4

3
Pay Points
Service Points
2

The officials at the pay and service points were asked to assess their adherence to the principles of
Batho Pele. From their self-assessment it shows that pay point officials feel like their strongest areas
are value for money and setting service standards (i.e. The Batho Pele principle “that reinforces the
need for benchmarks to constantly measure the extent to which citizens are satisfied with the
service or products they receive from departments.... and that citizens should be involved in the
development of service standards.”) 1 Whereas, they felt that their weak point was ensuring
courtesy. Overall the pay point officials rated themselves lower than the service point officials. For
the service point officials, their strong points were consultation and providing information and their
weak point was ensuring courtesy.
Table 5:
Respondents: Officials
Staff members adequately trained?
Signs with customer care norms visibly
displayed?
Officials Identifiable? (Uniforms or name
tags, etc.)
1

Yes

Pay Points
No

100%
23.1%

76.9%

No
Answer
-

30.8%

69.2%

-

Service Points
Yes
No
No
Answer
92.3%
7.7%
46.2% 53.8%
46.2%

53.8%

-

http://www.nwdc.co.za/batho-pele-principles/
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Officials were asked what is required regarding their training. Of the comments received was that
more training, especially in public relations,
relations was required. One monitor at the Thukhuta pay point in
Vhembe remarked that “service
ervice providers must be given more training; their number in one station
should increase to improve the service”.
service At the Lufule pay point, also in Vhembe,
Vh
there were
complaints about the tardiness of the pay point officials. At the Thukhutha and Lufule pay points,
points
there were complaints that the officials were “slow in performing their task”. The small percentage
of service and pay points that have signs
signs with customer care norms visibly displayed is particularly
noteworthy. Many of the
he officials are also not always clearly identifiable.
Table 6:
Respondents: Officials
Number of staff members
Number of people served

Pay Points
Service Points
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
2
13
2
11
2
1500
2
500

At the Lufule service point in the Vhembe district,
district 8 officials from SASSA served approximately 500
people,, with the service point only being open from 07:00 in the morning until 17:00 in the evening.
evening
It was at the Mariveni A 950637 pay point in Mopani that 13 officials served 1500 people.

Respondents' rating of services
Pay Points

Service Points

52%
40%
33%
23%

27%

Good

18%

Fair

Bad

Most of the respondents rated the service at
pay and service points as fair. In addition to
being asked to rate the service, the
beneficiaries were also asked whether they
the
thought officials were helpful and treated
them with respect. At pay points 76.1% of
beneficiaries felt that officials were helpful
and respectful, compared to 71.1% at service
points. The beneficiaries were also asked how
they thought the services could be improved.
Most of the responses were regarding
changes/improvements to the venue.
Beneficiaries suggested building special pay
point centres, increasing the number of staff
members, and improving customer service.

6. Processing of Grants:
The focus iss on the type of grants being applied for/ reviewed, the number of times beneficiaries
return for the same application/review, time lapse in processing, receipts and information on
outcome of the application/review.
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Purpose of visit to
service points
Unknown, 25%
Appeal,
21%
Review,
18%
Application for a
grant, 36%

At service points the main purpose of the beneficiaries’ visit was to apply for new grants (36.1%),
with appeals (20.5%) and reviews (18.1%) coming in second and third respectively.
respectively At the service
points most of the respondents’ visits related to Child Support Grants, whereas the majority of the
respondents at the pay points accessed Grants for Older Persons.

Beneficiaries - Type of Grants
Pay Points

Service Points
50%

43%
37%
25%
13%

12%
3%

Child Support
Grant

Disability
Grant

7%
1%
Foster Care
Grant

1%
Grant for
Older Persons

Social Relief
for Distress
Grant

Foster Care
Grant and Old
Age Grant

Respondents at service points were asked how many times they had to return for the same
application or review. It was the first visit for that particular application for 43.4% of the
respondents, with 32.5%
% being there on a return visit. On average beneficiaries return twice, with
the minimum being two and the maximum being five times.
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Beneficiaries who were there regarding a disability grant were asked how long it would take from
the time of the visit to the service point to be assessed by a doctor. The responses ranged from four
months to one year, post receipt of application form. A few respondents were not sure. On average
respondents had to return four times to see medical personnel.
Table 7: RECEIPTS AND INFORMATION ON APPLICATION/REVIEW
Respondents: Service Point Users
Were you informed about the date of payment of your grant?
Did you receive a receipt detailing the reason for your visit
today?
Have you ever been informed about the whole process you have
to follow when applying for the disability grant?
Respondents: Pay Point Users
Did you receive a receipt?
Is the amount the same as the receipt?

Yes
55.4%
65.1%

No
20.5%
12.0%

No Answer
24.1%
22.9%

12.0%

13.3%

74.7%

96.5%
57.3%

3.1%
8.2%

0.4%
34.5%

The fact that only 65.1% of service point users were given a receipt detailing the reason for their visit
needs to be addressed. Only 55.4% of the applicants were informed of the outcome of their
application, with 56.6% of these being informed verbally and 63.8% in writing. For those who were
not informed about the outcome of the grant, only 66.7% were informed that they have to make an
inquiry about the date of approval of their grant.
Respondents were asked if they were given an option to choose where they wanted to receive their
grants, either through a bank, post office or pay point. 55.4% said yes, 20.5% no and 1.2% were not
sure if they were informed.

7. Language and Communication:
This looks at whether or not the official languages are spoken and if there are foreign language
translators on site. There is also a focus on how much people know about the grants and the services
of SASSA and where they received their information.
Table 8:
Pay Points
Service Points
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
Respondents: Officials
Answer
Are information materials available in
required languages?
Are officials able to communicate with clients
in the required languages?
Are translators present to assist local foreign
nationals with the payment process if
required?

Answer

30.8%

69.2%

-

53.8%

46.2%

-

100%

-

-

100%

-

-

7.7%

92.3%

-

15.4%

84.6%

-
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Officials at pay points suggest that English, Shona, Ndebele, Venda and Zulu translators should be
present. At service points the officials suggested English, Shona, Ndebele, Venda and Zulu as well,
with some saying that it would also be helpful if there were Tsonga, Shangaan, North Sotho and
isiXhosa translators present too.

Table 9: Respondents: Beneficiaries
Beneficiaries who knew what documents to bring for their visit
Beneficiaries who DID NOT KNOW that certain documents expire after a period of
time
Beneficiaries who were aware that SASSA communicates information on the back of
receipts
Beneficiaries who were aware they can receive money from grants at pay points as
well as at a bank
Beneficiaries who were aware that all persons aged 60 can access the Older Persons
Grant from 1 April 2010
Beneficiaries who were aware that the Child Support Grant has been extended to age
18 and that all eligible children born on or after 1 October 1994 can apply for the
grant in 2010
Beneficiaries who were aware they could apply for Social Relief Distress (SRD) if in
immediate need

Pay
Points

Service
Points

96.5%
-

95.2%
77.1%

45.9%

28.9%

90.6%

-

84.7%

71.1%

82.7%

66.3%

36.9%

22.9%

The percentage of respondents who were aware of the fact that SASSA communicates information
on the back of receipts is low with only 45.9% at pay points and 28.9% at service points. Many
officials and monitors remarked that information flyers are necessary, especially in the Mopani
district. At the Petanenge 950631 pay point, Mopani the monitor remarked that “the unavailability
of flyers containing SASSA information is a challenge”. At the Mariveni A 950637 pay point in Mopani
the monitor noted that their “community has no knowledge about the social relief of distress.” In
terms of communication of information, besides information regarding which documents are
required for grant application, much more needs to be done by SASSA Limpopo and service
providers.

8. Use of Grants
This looks at what the beneficiaries use the grants for, how many people it supports and if there is
any additional source of income besides the grant.
The grant(s) is the only form of income for the majority of the beneficiaries. The grant is used to
support four people on average. The minimum number of people supported by one grant is 1 and
the maximum is 14. A 60+ male at the 940512 pay point from the Vhembe district supported 14
people from his Grant for Older Persons. Another person at the same pay point supported 13 people
with her Grant for Older Persons. This elderly woman had to walk approximately 3 kilometres to
reach the pay point.
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Do you rely on other forms of income to
supplement your grant?

Beneficiaries used the grant for:
for
•
•

No , 86%

No Answer,
3%
Yes, 11%

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Food
Rent and services, especially
especia
electricity
Clothing
Funeral coverage
School fees
Doctors and medication
Transport
Loans and loan sharks
Pay Burial Society

This shows the importance of the grant system in maintaining entire families.

MONITORS’ OBSERVATIONS AND EXPERIENCES
EXPE
Besides interviewing beneficiaries and monitoring service sites, the monitors recorded their own
observations. Some of these are listed below.
United People Against Crime, Tzaneen Mopani
The government must build the office because the official working
working in their car and they only attend
few people a day and must attend their staff. – Phyllis Shipalana, Khujwana 950633 pay point,
Mopani
Another monitor said that “Many
Many people didn't
didn't get their payment this month due to termination of
membership withoutt any notice. Members made credit hoping to get their monthly payment.”
payment.
The failure of Paymaster personnel to go to the pay points with enough money to pay the estimated
beneficiaries. – Elias Mathebula, Petanenge 950631 pay point, Mopani
Monitoring organisation,
nisation, location
90% of pay point users are complaining about the late arrival of the Paymaster.
aster. – EM, Mhangweni
Store 950627 pay point, Mopani
A monitor said “due
ue to the pensioners using banks crime is reduced at pay point and service is very
much quicker.”.....”Each
Each and every month the pensioners are terminated from their pension funds
and requested to renew.”
Another monitor said “SASSA
ASSA officials treat me with respect.
respect ”
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ADDITIONAL OFFICIALS/BENEFICIARIES’ COMMENTS TO CMAP MONITORS:
Beneficiary, Mariveni A 950637 pay point, Mopani
In this pay point, they have one staff member of SASSA and is unable to attend to more than 200
people a day. Our government must do something about this situation.

RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE BLACK SASH
Allegations of mismanagement, fraud or corruption
• The following allegations were made by monitors.
o A monitor said, “I try to communicate with Mr J.M. about what's happening but he was
not interested because he is involved in the corruption. But since I ask him why the
following time when I try to speak to him he refused to talk to me. He says I know their
secret and he is not going to help me because I refuse to join them on their team. He
said he was afraid when I was there because I see the thing which they think is their own
business. He asked if I can remain silent even when I see something which is wrong.
They are going to make plan for me but I refuse to be their part. (Dan Village pay point,
Mopani). The monitor made similar allegations at the following points: Nkowa
Community 950640 pay point, Mopani and the Gavaza 950626 pay point, Mopani.

Another monitor said, “The Pay master personnel steal money from the elders”
(Mariveni A 950637 pay point, Mopani).
o At the Mankweng Zone 1 pay point, Capricorn, another monitor said, “The paymaster
people don't give the old age people the whole money as they know they are afraid of
them and they cannot read on the slip. I recommend that these people be encouraged
that they get their money in the banks to escape from these kinds of robbery.”
o Another monitor at the Mmatobole pay point in Capricorn said, “SASSA officials must
see that they got problems with dishonest staff/ or service providers. They robbed old
people. SASSA staff here doesn’t treat beneficiaries with respect.”
These require urgent investigation, intervention if necessary and follow up (where warranted).
o

•

General
• In this report, we have found that “most of the interviews were South African nationals, with
0.6% being permanent residents”. This clearly indicates that either the refugees do not know,
and/or SASSA is not educating them of their right to social assistance.
•

We recommend that SASSA engages in an education drive that alerts and create awareness
of the fact that Refugees have the right to Disability, foster care and Care dependency.

•

Comments from beneficiaries and officials to monitors that were at pay point and service
points highlight a range of challenges outside of the control of SASSA. These include:
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o

The immensely long distances that some beneficiaries have to travel to access a
SASSA service or pay point.

o

The unhygienic conditions of toilets at certain sites – which is undignified and
unhealthy.

o

Insufficient shelter at some of these sites

Recommendations: Time
• We recommend the release of an updated and relevant National Norms and Standards Policy
that guides the implementation of the Agency’s and its service providers operations at all pay
points and service points in all provinces.
• We further recommend the implementation of clear norms and standards which guides the
operations and payment grants through mobile units and fixed pay points to ensure that
beneficiaries do not wait longer than 30 minutes for their grant payment.
• We recommend that the implementation of the recommendations in all the categories below
will reduce the time beneficiaries will spend at pay points and at service points.
Recommendations: Venue
It is critical to have an overall assessment of whether SASSA or service providers honour the 5 km
radius of bringing the service to the people. It is critical for clients and civil society organizations to
know how far away are these points are, whether there are adequate mobile services available, and
how frequent these services occur.
•

•

•

•

•

The Agency take appropriate measures to ensure that grants are paid to beneficiaries in a
dignified manner and therefore must ensure basic facilities shelter, seating, toilets, water,
fencing are available at all times at all pay points and at service points.
It is recommended that the Agency negotiate service level agreements with service providers
that allow for review and standard application at all sites which will ensure that the beneficiary
is maximally protected and provided for. We further recommend the contracts allow the Agency
to monitor regularly and to act reasonably when a breach of contract occurs.
The Agency must produce an assessment report on the banking and post office infrastructure
that exists around fixed pay points and in areas where the current mobile pay points operate to
measure where beneficiaries are situated in relation to this infrastructure.
We recommend that the Agency negotiate with relevant banks, post office for reduced rates and
charges to pay beneficiaries, where appropriate, and their grants through these institutions.
However all charges should be borne by the Agency and not the beneficiary.
We recommend that the Agency embarks on an effective communication strategy to educate
beneficiaries of the benefits of more convenient ways to receive grants. Beneficiaries must be
able to elect the payment method most convenient for beneficiaries.

Recommendations: Security
In order to minimise the need for beneficiaries, especially females, to wait outside in unprotected,
unfenced and insecure areas for hours before opening of pay point sites, we recommend the
following;
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•

•

•

•

SASSA should introduce a standard in the proposed Norms and Standards which ensures that
beneficiaries will at all times feel safe from the time they arrive and leave a SASSA service and
pay point.
That SASSA implement the recommendations made in the section on “Time” to address the
unacceptably long queues and pay special attention to this issue with regards to the waiting
times at mobile service points;
SASSA should arrange with the South African Police Service to monitor pay point and service
sites regularly during the early mornings specifically and on the days the sites are open for
business as an additional security measure. Furthermore, we recommend that SASSA arrange
with the South African Police Service to monitor in the proximity of pay points regularly, as an
additional security measure.
We recommend that additional measures like patrol vehicles are employed at pay points to
patrol areas immediately outside the pay point and ensure the safety of beneficiaries when they
leave the premises.

Recommendations: Transport
In order for beneficiaries to spend less money and time to reach the service points we recommend
that;
•
•
•

•

•

SASSA implements a norm as part of its proposed Norms and Standards which ensures that
service points are within 5 km range of beneficiaries.
Where necessary, based on the above analysis, SASSA should start additional service sites and
satellite sites in areas where needed.
We recommend that SASSA inform beneficiaries about their nearest service point through a
public campaign in the Limpopo province to prevent beneficiaries spending money and time
unnecessarily.
SASSA must educate and communicate effectively with beneficiaries about what documents are
needed for services like reviews and further to inform beneficiaries about what is required of
them in order to reduce the visits to the service site for the same reason.
We further recommend that SASSA prioritise and appropriately adjust its communication
strategy to reach beneficiaries in the rural areas of all the districts in the Limpopo Province.

Recommendations: Personnel
We must acknowledge that at least 70 percent of beneficiaries felt that SASSA officials were helpful
and respectful. However, in our view, adequately trained staff will significantly decrease the waiting
period spent by beneficiaries to access SASSA services. Further if beneficiaries and applicants have
the correct information, it will ensure cost saving of an already financially vulnerable person
therefore we recommend the following;
•
•

•

SASSA immediately start to implements the above recommendations especially those made
under heading ‘Time’.
SASSA increases staff to ensure the average waiting time of the number of beneficiaries serviced
is reduced to one hour at service points to administer the new changes in regulations as well as
for the review process.
However, if Table 6 is a general reflection of staff ratios of SASSA Limpopo/or Service Provider
staff, it may reflect seriously disproportionate under- or overstaffing, that has ultimately led to
poorer service that undermines the beneficiaries’ dignity and the well-being of staff members.
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•

•
•
•
•
•

SASSA appoints a floating official to reduce and manage queues at all sites all the time. Where
no official at a service site is appointed in the interim we recommend that each official at the
site play that role for at least half an hour of their time at the service point until a dedicated
person is appointed.
That all SASSA officials at all service points have identifiable name tags.
That SASSA designs and displays and distributes its customer care norms at all service points.
Those SASSA officials are made aware of legislative and regulatory change in order for the
officials to communicate the right information to clients.
That SASSA make beneficiaries aware of legislative and regulatory changes through information
That SASSA continues to employ officials who are able to communicate with their clients in the
language of their choice.

Recommendations: Processing of grants
• We recommend that the application process be in line with the norms and standards of SASSA
and take no more than 30 minutes to complete; and further that the verification takes place
within same amount of time.
• We recommend that the same administrative support, personnel and technology infrastructures
(including laptops equipped with SOCPEN and the relevant network connections) are extended
to the satellite service points (on the assumption that the satellite service points are seen as an
extension of the local/district offices), and that immediate efforts are made to increase the
number of staff (formal or informal/volunteer) to enable an efficient service.
• That SASSA and service providers clients with the option of a receipt as a matter of course for
any service that was offered.
• We recommend that at each pay point of SASSA (or service provider) ensures that beneficiaries
are educated through information materials. It would then also be necessary to ensure that the
receipt amount stated must be the same as the monies received in hand.
• We recommend that SASSA inform applicants of the outcome of the application in writing and
not verbally. This is highly irregular and not in line with promotion of administrative justice and
the constitutional requirement to be informed requires an administrative decision in writing.
Recommendations: Language and Communication
We recommend:
• That information material should be displayed at all pay points and service points to address
standing issues such as: the validity of documentation, relevant time periods, required
documentation, right to apply for Social Relief of Distress and the Agency’s toll free number
and the review process.
• That SASSA make beneficiaries aware of legislative and regulatory changes through
information materials suitable for the sites and rural areas, and in relevant languages.
Photocopies of information sheets should be seriously considered if budget allocations are
exhausted for printed materials and radio and other means be considered for rural areas.
• That SASSA continues to employ officials who are able to communicate with their clients in
the language of their choice.
• That the pay point service providers employ translators to ensure they are able to
communicate with beneficiaries in their language. This is a serious problem highlighted and
can attribute to the fact that the amounts of money receive in hand differs from what is on
the receipt.
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•
•

That all SASSA’s information materials are available in all relevant languages and are
distributed at all service points.
That an effort is made to ensure the availability of sign-language interpreters where they are
needed.

Recommendations: Use of Grants
• We recommend the continued payment of grants to beneficiaries because it assists with the
immediate needs of not just the direct beneficiaries but others in the household where
grants are received.
• We recommend that the policy gaps that remain in the grants system be narrowed and the
inclusion of more vulnerable into this safety net, such as the unemployed and the chronically
ill. Specifically, we also recommend that orphaned children in the care of relatives also have
access to foster care grant in the absence of any other form of grant for those children,
other than CSG, as it currently is provided for.
• We understand that the Agency may not necessarily be able to implement all of these
recommendations. However, these findings once again highlight the important role of the
Agency as a delivery agent entrusted to effectively deliver the grants to beneficiaries with
dignity, but requires massive intergovernmental support to address the range of
determinants that impede and challenge access. Failing to do so not only affect the
beneficiary, also the households receiving these grants. Therefore we must reiterate our
recommendation that the Agency ensures that grants are paid in a dignified manner and on
time.
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